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To further improve the performance of aircraft, the aspect ratios in recent designs grow larger. How-
ever, the resulting increased flexibility of the wings might have a detrimental effect on the flutter
stability of the aerostructural system. Apart from structural changes that have a negative impact on
the weight of the airframe, an Active Flutter Suppression (AFS) system can be employed to prevent
such instabilities within the flight envelope.
To develop these AFS control laws, accurate simulation and synthesis models of the flexible airframe
are essential. Still today, the workhorse for modelling unsteady compressible aerodynamics for such
models is the Doublet Lattice Method (DLM). However, there are some shortcomings regarding this
method. One particular point is the absence of in-plane forces, which are essential for phenomena
such as T-tail flutter. Also low frequency in-plane modes that might change the flutter mechanism for
aircraft with high AR wings, can not be accurately modelled by the standard DLM. To address this
issue, other unsteady aerodynamic methods based on potential flow are employed and compared to
the standard DLM results.
The DLM can be extended to include forces in x-direction. This enhanced formulation requires a
modification of the boundary conditions at the box quarter chord points to recover complex direc-
tional lift forces as function of the reduced frequency. Alternatively, the unsteady 3D panel method
USNEWPAN can be employed, which is based on the velocity potential and features thickness effects
of the airfoil. The pressure integration over the contour then captures the in-plane forces. The solver
USNEWPAN is similarly to the DLM, a compressible frequency domain method, which can also pro-
duce so called Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient (AIC) matrices that relate normal velocities at the
collocation points to pressures.
Complex valued Generalized Aerodynamic Forces (GAFs) are obtained using the normal modes of
the aircraft structure and the corresponding differentiation matrices. These GAF matrices of the
different aerodynamic methods are then used in subsequent flutter calculations.

I. Introduction
Future aircraft concepts show a significant increase of the wing span, as high aspect ratio planforms promise a

substantial reduction of the induced drag. However, such high aspect ratio wings become more flexible and might have
detrimental effects on the controllability, performance and the flutter stability of the airframe. Apart from structural
modifications with its weight penalties, active control methods offer a way to address these issues. Wing Shape
Control can optimize the drag during the mission in off-design flight conditions[1], Active Gust and Manoeuvre Load
Alleviation (GLA and MLA) functions can reduce the design loads and therefore reduce the structural weight[2, 3,
4], and an Active Flutter Suppression (AFS) Control System[5] can prevent aeroelastic instabilities within the flight
envelope.

The EU projects FLEXOP (Flutter Free FLight Envelope eXpansion for ecOnomic Performance improvement)
and its successor FLiPASED (Flight Phase Adaptive Aero-Servo-Elastic Aircraft Design Methods) aim to advance
methods for active control technologies of flexible aircraft in early design phases. During the projects a subscale
demonstrator aircraft named T-FLEX was build to test these active control technologies in flight [6]. The aircraft has
a span of 7 m and weighs 65 kg. A set of wings was designed to feature an intentional flutter behavior within the
operating envelope of the demonstrator. The outboard ailerons are equipped with high bandwidth actuators, which can
be used to stabilize the aeroelastic instability with active flutter suppression (AFS) control laws.

For the model based design methodologies of control theory for the AFS, fast, yet accurate modelling of the
airframe is required. A mathematical model of the demonstrator aircraft has been developed [7] based on the integrated
modelling framework [8, 9] developed at the DLR Institute of System Dynamics and Control. Based on the previously
described model, control laws for an AFS have been designed. The synthesis methods are described in detail in the
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references [5, 10, 11]. Since the control Laws are to be flown on the demonstrator, precise flutter predictions and
synthesis models are required.

The aerodynamic used for the nominal model is the standard Doublet Lattice Method (DLM) [12, 13, 14]. This
method has some shortcomings as it can not account for lift forces due to in-plane motion of the lifting surfaces. To
address this issue, an enhanced DLM method was implemented and compared to the standard DLM results.

To accurately account for the directional lift, the standard DLM can be enhanced by using the cross product form
of the Kutta-Joukowsky Law instead of merely a scalar multiplication. The resulting boundary conditions can be
expressed in matrix form as described in [1]. The derivation follows largely the method described by van Zyl [15, 16].
The enhanced DLM also features a source panel representation of fuselage like components. This implementation
necessitates the implementation of the unsteady backwash kernel in addition to the planar and nonplanar terms of the
normalwash. This backwash is required to account for the changes in onflow direction in the case of the wing surfaces,
as well as the body panels with normal vectors that have a component in x-direction.

Furthermore, the unsteady 3D panel method USNEWPAN [17, 18] has been used to model the demonstrator
aircraft. USNEWPAN is based on the velocity potential and models the surface contour of the wings and is therefore
able to account for the thickness of the wings. The in-plane forcing is then recovered by pressure integration along the
actual wing surface.

For comparison of the aerodynamic methods, three different aerodynamic grid were created. The first includes
only the lifting surfaces, the second models the fuselage with cruciform shaped lifting surfaces, and the third accounts
for the fuselage by nonlifting body source panels of the actual surface. These grids were used to assess the influence
of the different modelling strategies of the fuselage.

Flutter analyses were performed for the standard DLM as well as its enhanced counterpart (eDLM). The results
were obtained by a standard frequency domain iterative p − k method, as well as a p method.The p method reuires a
Rational function approximation of the frequency dependent Generalized Aerodynamic Force (GAF) matrices to make
them amenable for a state space representation of the aeroelastic system.

Further investigations concern the influence of the aerodynamic methods on the in plane structural GAFs. The
influence of the fuselage modelling strategies were assessed by examining the GAFs for the rigid body modes. Finally,
a 3D panel method based on the velocity potential is used to model the surface contour of the wings. The GAFs of
this fourth model were compared for the flutter relevant aerodynamic forces.

II. Aerodynamic Methods
First some remarks about the theory and implementation aspects of the aerodynamic methods are presented.

A. Governing Flow Equations
The governing flow equations for the panel method as well as the DLM are the unsteady linearized potential flow
equations, sometimes also referred to as the unsteady Prandtl-Glauert equations. The derivation of methods based on
potential flow starts out with the steady velocity potential ΦS .

(
1−M2

∞
) ∂2ΦS

∂x2
+

∂2ΦS

∂y2
+

∂2ΦS

∂z2
= 0 (1)

Using a Göthert Type 2 transformation [19], the problem can be reduced to a Laplace type equation ∇2ΦS = 0.
Equation (1) covers quasisteady aerodynamics at a given instance in time. The circulation around the flow field

can be calculated by the closed contour integral Γ =
∮
V ·ds. The lift per unit span is directly related to the circulation

via the Kutta Joukowsky Law L′ = ρ∞U∞Γ. However, when the normalwash of a lifting surface varies, the overall
circulation changes. Kelvin’s theorem states that this overall circulation within a control volume must remain constant
over time.

dΓ

dt
= 0 (2)

Therefore, when the circulation of the airfoil changes due to the tangential flow boundary condition, vorticity of equal
strength but opposite sign has to be generated. For an attached flow, this vorticity is shed at the trailing edge and
subsequently convected downstream with U∞, forming a wake vortex sheet with strength γw. For slow changes of the
normal wash, the influence of shed vorticity in the wake on the airfoil is negligible. If at each time step the normal
wash is varied to account for motion of the airfoil, but the effects of the shed vortices are neglected, this is the so
called quasi-steady approximation. For fast changing velocities which occur e.g. in gust loads or flutter analysis this
approximation no longer holds and the modelling of the unsteady aerodynamics is essential.
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If furthermore the unsteady flow is compressible, the pressure disturbances propagate with a finite speed of sound
a∞, whereas in the incompressible case, the lagging behavior is purely confined to the convection of the wake. For
compressible flow these propagating pressure waves add another cause for time dependence, which is reflected by the
presence of the partial derivatives wrt to time in the unsteady Prandtl-Glauert equation.

(
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) ∂2ΦU

∂x2
+

∂2ΦU

∂y2
+

∂2ΦU

∂z2
−
(
2
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)
∂2ΦU

∂x∂t
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1
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∂2ΦU
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The unsteady Prandtl-Glauert equation (3) can be subjected to the following transformation:

ΦU (x, y, z, t) = φU (X,Y, Z) · exp
(
jk

Ma2

1−Ma2
X + kτ

)
, (4)

which yields as result the Helmholtz equation

∇2φU + κ2φU = 0, with κ = k
Ma

1−Ma2
, (5)

which is indicative of the wave like behavior. For steady (k = 0) or incompressible (Ma = 0) flow, the problem
reduces to the Laplace equation ∇2φ = 0.

B. steady Vortex Lattice Method
The Vortex Lattice Method (VLM) solves the steady velocity potential equation (1) by discretizing the mean lifting
surface by so called horseshoe vortices, where the bound vortex lies on the quarter chord of each box and the trailing
vortices extend to infinity. According to the Helmholtz theorems, such a vortex must either end at a solid surface,
or extend to infinity. Hence, the bound vortex is extended at both corner points to infinity, forming the well known
horseshoe shape with its legs pointing in free stream direction. The circulation strengths Γj of the individual horse-
shoe vortices are then determined by the Biot-Savart-Law and by meeting the flow compatibility condition, i.e. no
perpendicular flow vj through the solid surface at the control points at 3/4 chord, according to Pistolesi’s theorem
[20].

The load acting point is located at mid span, quarter chord (l− set) and the control point at three quarter (j − set)
chord point, respectively. The box reference point (k − set) is at the center of the box. The panel chord is cj and the
span is bj . The vector of the bound vortex is denoted by bl.

The Kutta-Joukowski-Law can be cast in a form, involving a cross product to account for a directional lift vector.
This approach was detailed for an enhanced Vortex Lattice Method in [1] to account for induced drag in the analysis
of flexible aircraft. A simple scalar multiplication instead of the cross product greatly simplifies the analysis, however
results merely in a scalar lift quantity in z-direction.

Ll = ρVl × (blΓj) with Ll,Vl,bl ∈ R3 and Γj ∈ R1 (6)

The vector bl is the vector quantity between the two corners of the horseshoe vortex, i.e. the bound vortex. The lift
force Ll then acts, as aerodynamic theory predicts, perpendicular to the local stream velocity Vl at the quarter chord
point.

Equation (6) can now be recast in matrix form by using the skew matrix operator sk() for the cross product.

Ll = q∞

([
− sk(bl)

]
wl

)
⊙

(
cj

[
1 1 1

]T
∆cpj

)
(7)

The vector wl is the velocity at quarter chord normalized by the free stream velocity. The operator ⊙ in eq. (7)
refers to an elementwise multiplication. Since both wl, as well as wj (respectively ∆cpj) depend on the boundary
conditions, expression (7) is inherently nonlinear. Therefore, it is computationally more expensive compared to the
linear expression in scalar form of the Kutta-Joukowsky Law. If wl =

[
1 0 0

]T
, i.e. the free stream is assumed to

be exclusively in x-direction, the analysis simplifies to the conventional case, with the lift Ll acting in the z-direction
only.

In a last step, the lift vector Ll at the quarter chord is transformed to the reference point at the aerodynamic box
centroid.

Paero
k = TT

lk Ll (8)
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C. Doublet Lattice Method
The Doublet Lattice Method [12, 13, 14] (DLM) provides a harmonic solution for the unsteady Prandtl-Glauert equa-
tion (3). Furthermore, it uses the acceleration potential. Since the acceleration potential is formally equivalent to the
velocity potential equation, the same elementary solutions are valid, e.g. the source potential. Analog to acoustics,
the harmonically oscillating source is moved wrt a resting fluid, followed by a Gallilei transformation, which moves
the observer with the source. Lift can not be generated by a source, hence the source potential is differentiated in
the z-direction, leading to the doublet potential. The acceleration potential directly yields the pressure difference be-
tween the upper and lower surface, which makes additional steps, i.e. the use of the Kutta-Joukowsky Law, in the
load recovery process unnecessary. However, the acceleration potential of the doublet still needs to be integrated to
calculate the induced velocity, which is needed to meet the flow tangency condition on the lifting surface. Contrary to
the velocity potential of a free flying wing, where there is a velocity discontinuity across the wake surface, there is no
such discontinuity in the pressure, hence the wake needs not to be modelled for acceleration potential methods.

The DLM is the unsteady extension to the VLM, which similarly places the singularity along the quarter chord and
satisfies the flow tangency at the three quarter chord. The doublet potential is evaluated at discrete points along the
quarter chord line, which are used for a polynomial fit and its subsequent analytical integration. The integration still
can not be performed in closed form and series approximations for parts of the kernel functions need to be employed.
The final result for the pressure coefficient

∆cpj(k) = Qjj(k)wj(k) (9)

has similar form to the conventional steady aerodynamics, where

k = cref/2
U∞

ω (10)

is the reduced frequency. For k = 0 the DLM solution is replaced with the VLM results [21], since for the steady case
no approximations are required.

D. enhanced Doublet Lattice Method
Similarly to the Vortex Lattice Method, the Kutta-Joukowsky Law can be applied in its vector form (6) to the pressure
coefficients (9) from the DLM . This way the an unsteady directional lift vector can be computed. This approach has
been suggested by van Zyl [15, 16] in the context of T-tail flutter. The enhanced eDLM correctly reflects the onflow
condition at the quarter chord point by considering the motion induced velocities via the boundary condition matrices.
Furthermore, the induced in-plane velocities need to be considered by implementing the backwash kernel. This is done
either with the method proposed by van Zyl in [15] or the one Rodden formulated in [21]. The boundary conditions of
the present enhanced Doublet Lattice Method (eDLM) are computed with differentiation matrices, which are described
in a subsequent section.

Furthermore, nonlifting bodies can be modelled by source panels similar to the 3D velocity potential method in the
next section. The unsteady implementation follows the derivation of Kirkup [22] for the Helmholtz kernel evaluation
by Gaussian integration of a quadrilateral unsteady source panel and combined with the potential generated by the
acceleration doublet singularities of the DLM. Such an extension was also already suggested by van Zyl in [15].

E. unsteady 3D Panel Method
In the case of the 3D panel method the actual and not the mean surface is discretized. The basic solutions chosen
are velocity potential source and doublet panels. The result is a velocity potential distribution. Differentiation of
this velocity potential in the spatial directions yield the flow velocities on the surface, which in turn can be used to
determine the surface pressures and ultimately the lifting forces for the steady case.

The steady solution of a, possibly deformed reference shape, defines the flight state about which an unsteady
linearization is performed. The unsteady solution is then found by solving the linearized frequency domain variant
of the unsteady Prandtl-Glauert equation, respectively the Helmholtz equation ∇2ΦU + κ2ΦU = 0. Note that κ is a
frequency parameter depending on the reduced frequency k = cref/2

U∞
ω and Mach number. The total velocity potential

is then
Φ(x, y, z, ω) = ΦS(x, y, z) + ejωt ΦU (x, y, z), (11)

where ΦU is the unsteady perturbation potential.
In the case of the unsteady panel method, this expression is used to calculate the complex unsteady pressure via a

linearized version of the unsteady Bernoulli equation. The coupling between the steady and unsteady flow is accounted
for by the 3D panel method intrinsically.
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F. Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Matrices and Boundary Conditions
The previously described aerodynamic methods have in common the concept of the frequency dependent Aerodynamic
Influence Coefficient (AIC) matrix. The AIC matrix relates a normal wash at a control point to a pressure at each of
the discretization elements for discrete harmonic excitations in the frequency domain. When calculated over a range
of reduced frequencies k, transfer functions relating normal wash excitations to pressures can be determined.

The perturbation pressures ∆ cp about the steady state can be calculated with the following equation:

cpj(k) =
[
Qjj

(
Dx

jk + jk · Dt
jk

)
+

(
DPx

jk + jk · DPt
jk

)]
uk(k), (12)

where the matrix Dx
jk accounts for a change in downwash due to a change of the normal vector with respect to the

free stream direction and the matrix Dt
jk for additional downwash due to movement of the boundary in direction of

the panel normal.
wj =

(
Dx

jk + jk · Dt
jk

)
· uk(k) (13)

When thick bodies are modeled in potential flow, additional pressure contributions arise. These are not associated
with the normalwash, but with tangential flow at the panels. Therefore, the 3D Panel Method, requires the additional
motion induced terms DPx

jk and DPt
jk. It should be noted that these terms are dependent on the onflow direction,

i.e. they are associated with the flight state, about which the AIC was linearized. For thin velocity potential panels as
well as in the DLM these terms are zero.

To make use of the vector form of the Kutta-Joukowsky Law (7), the onflow also has to be determined in vector
form. The differentiation matrix Dt

lk is therefore set up equivalently for the three translational DOFs at the quarter
chord to determine the contribution of the flexible motion.

wl = jk · Dt
lk · uk(k) (14)

This motion induced value for wl then needs to be augmented with the free stream velocity vector and the induced
velocities of the singularity distributions. The vector uk(k) describes the motion of the individual panels at their
reference point, which may result from rigid body motion, flexible deformation or control surface deflections.

G. Generalized Aerodynamic Forces
The load transformation to panel reference point is done by integrating the pressures cpj . For the 3D panel method,
where the box reference k, force application l and collocation j points coincide, the pressure coefficients are simply
multiplied with the box area. For the DLM, aditionally an offset between force application location and the panel
reference point is present. The respective moment arms are accounted for by the integration matrix Skj , if rotational
degrees of freedom are introduced in the aerodynamic (k − set). The aerodynamic loads have to be mapped to
the structural degrees of freedom. The matrix connecting the displacements of the structural grid (g − set) to the
aerodynamic grid (k − set) is called spline matrix Tkg . Finally, the eigenvector matrix Φgh of the normal modes
analysis of the structure is used to obtain the Generalized Aerodynamic Forces (GAF):

Qhh(k) = ΦT
gh TT

kg Skj

[
Qjj

(
Dx

jk + jk · Dt
jk

)
+
(
DPx

jk + jk · DPt
jk

)]
Tkg Φgh (15)

In the case of the cross product version, the directional lift vector Ll is determined from the onflow velocity wl

and the pressure coefficients ∆cpj(k). With eq. (8), the GAF matrix Qhh can be assembled accordingly including
the directional terms for the velocity. It should be emphasized that in this case the GAF matrix depends on the steady
loading.

After multiplication with the dynamic pressure, the GAF matrices can be inserted in the linear equations of motion,
representing the flutter equation analyzed with respect to stability.(

−ω2Mhh + jωBhh +Khh − q∞Qhh(k)
)
uh = 0 (16)

The flutter equation is examined for unstable poles, when the flight velocity is increased. The flutter problem can be
solved in the frequency domain using the p−k method. Alternatively, the GAF matrices can be fitted with a regression
using a so called Rational Function Approximation (RFA). Subsequently the problem can be cast in state space form
and a simple eigenvalue problem of the system matrix yields the poles of the aeroelastic problem. This is the so called
p method.
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III. Structural Dynamics of the Flutter Demonstrator
The structural properties of the T-FLEX aircraft have been modelled using a Finite Element Model (FEM) of the

flutter wings attached to the fuselage as described in [23]. To reduce the number of Degrees of Freedom (DoF) a static
condensation to a reference axis system, a so called Guyan reduction [24] is applied. For the following flutter analysis
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined by a normal modes analysis of the FE model in free-free configuration.
To assure that the structural dynamic properties are preserved after the condensation process a comparison between
the shapes and frequencies of the condensed and full model was done [23]. The first six eigenvalues of the free-free
boundary condition are zero. The associated rigid body eigenvectors are determined geometrically about the center of
gravity in body fixed axes directions compatible with the flight mechanical coordinate system.

Table 1 lists and describes the first six flexible modes and their associated frequencies.

Table 1. flexible eigenmodes of the flutter demonstrator aircraft

mode number description frequency [Hz]
7 symmetric – 1st wing bending 2.92
8 antisymmetric – 1st wing bending 8.16
9 symmetric – 1st wing torsion 10.50

10 antisymmetric – 1st wing torsion 10.61
11 symmetric – 2nd wing bending 12.13
12 symmetric – 1st wing in-plane bending 15.06

These are the modes that participate in the two flutter mechanisms that are discussed later. The associated mode-
shapes of the first six flexible modes are depicted in figure 1

IV. Flutter Analysis
A. p− k Method
The p−k method, or ”British”-method, is a frequency domain method, which was formulated by Hassig [25]. It is one
of the classical frequency domain methods, implemented in many standard aeroelastic flutter tools [26]. The equation
to be solved by the p− k method is[

Mhh p
2 +

(
Bhh − q∞

cref/2
V Im (Qhh(k))

1
k

)
p+ (Khh − q∞ Re (Qhh(k)))

]
uh = 0. (17)

The generalized aerodynamic forces are split into a damping and a stiffness part and subtracted from its structural
counterparts accordingly. Since the eigenvalue p is not independent from the reduced frequency k, the eigenvalues
have to be determined iteratively.

k =
cref/2

V Im(p) (18)

The interpolation of the GAF matrix (Qhh(k)) is accomplished by a so called Special Linear Interpolation (SLI). I.e.,
the GAF matrix is interpolated with respect to the reduced frequency k by a cubic radial basis function. The real and
imaginary parts are treated separately, where the imaginary part is divided by the reduced frequency before interpola-
tion, to match closely the terms in equation (17). This iteration is repeated for a range of flight velocities resulting in a
set of unsorted converged eigenvalues, representing damping and frequencies of the aeroelastic coupled system. When
the real part of the eigenvalue becomes positive, flutter occurs. The converged eigenvalues are subsequently tracked
and sorted using the Hungarian-method by James Munkres to handle potential mode crossings.

B. p Method
To avoid the iterations due to the disparity between the values p and k in eq.(18), the so called p method was proposed
[27]. The transfer functions of the aerodynamic GAF matrix can be approximated by rational functions, e.g. by
Roger’s method [28]. With the analytical Laplace transform for rational functions, the GAF matrix can be expressed
as an improper state space model by analytical continuation.

Qhh(ŝ) = Q0
hh +Q1

hh ŝ+Q2
hh ŝ

2 +D (ŝI−R)
−1

Eŝ (19)

The variable ŝ is the Laplace equivalent to the reduced frequency k.

ik = iω
(

cref/2
V

)
⇔ ŝ = s

(
cref/2

V

)
(20)
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Figure 1. modeshapes
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With this relationship, the equations of motion can then be expressed in the Laplace domain.[
Mhh s

2 +Bhh s+Khh − q∞Qhh(ŝ)
]
uh = 0. (21)

Eq. (21) is then cast as a first order ODE in a state space system, where the eigenvalues of the system matrix can be
determined directly. This method has its root in control theory and was applied to analyze control laws for an Active
Flutter Suppression system [27]. Again, this procedure is repeated for a range of velocities and the modes are tracked
by the Hungarian method.

C. Linearization of non-linear integrated model
An alternative to the p-method is the linearization of an integrated non-linear model of the flexible aircraft. Instead
of setting up the system matrix of a linear state space system directly, the equations of motion for a flexible free
flying aircraft with unsteady aerodynamic effects are formulated as a nonlinear system. The approach is detailed
in reference [9] and not repeated here. It features a equations of motion based on mean axes constraints, i.e. with
nonlinear rigid body motion equivalent to Newton-Euler and linear structural dynamics. The unsteady aerodynamics
are fitted by a ”physical” rational function approximation, i.e. before multiplication with the differentiation matrices.
This way quasi-steady aerodynamics can be separated from unsteady effects and therefore corrected independently.
After a trimming procedure, the model is linearized and the eigenvalues of the system can be determined accordingly.
Additional effects, such as linearized direction of gravity, nonlinear drag polar etc. can be accounted for in a straight
forward way. As the described modelling scheme also relies on a RFA, it can be considered a special case of the
p-method. This approach is used to generate the linear models for controller synthesis after some additional model
order reduction techniques are applied.

D. Flutter Analysis of the Demonstrator Aircraft
The flutter analysis for the demonstrator aircraft has been obtained by linearization of the non-linear integrated model
[7] after updating the structural properties with ground test data [23]. The results in the present paper reflect some
recent updates in terms of structural properties and modelling. The aerodynamic grid for the nominal model is with
a cruciform shaped fuselage as shown in figure 1 for the mode shape illustration. The standard DLM was used to
determine the unsteady aerodynamics.

Figure 2. flutter poles

Figure 2 shows the pole migration when increasing the true airspeed at sea level. Two aeroelastic modes cross the
imaginary axis and become unstable. The first symmetric flutter mode at 49.95 m/s with a frequency of 8.14 Hz. The
second flutter mode is antisymmetric at 53.36 m/s with a frequency of 7.34 Hz. The classical flutter V-f and V-g plots
are depicted in figure 3. The reduced frequencies at which flutter occurs are k=0.191 and k=0.161, respectively.

Finally, looking at at the two flutter modes and their respective modal contributions. For the first symmetric flutter
mode the main contributions are the first symmetric wing bending (mode 7) and first wing torsion (mode 9) with a
noticeable contribution of the symmetric second wing bending (mode 11). The symmetric first in-plane bending mode
(mode 12) only has a minor contribution to the first flutter mode.

The second flutter mode is antisymmetric and has main contributions from the first antisymmetric wing bending
(mode 8) and torsion (mode 10).
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Figure 3. V-g / V-f diagram

Table 2. contribution of the structural modes to the flutter modes

structural mode no. description of structural mode modal contribution [%]
symmetric flutter mode 1 antisymmetric flutter mode 2

Vf1 = 49.95m/s Vf2 = 53.36m/s
ff1 = 8.14Hz ff2 = 7.34Hz

7 symmetric – 1st wing bending 47.1 1.0
8 antisymmetric – 1st wing bending 0.5 51.2
9 symmetric – 1st wing torsion 34.7 1.9
10 antisymmetric – 1st wing torsion 1.2 37.5
11 symmetric – 2nd wing bending 12.3 0.4
12 symmetric – 1st wing in-plane bending 2.2 0.1
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E. Flutter Solution for different Aerodynamic Methods and Models
After examination of the nominal flutter results, the question arises how the different aerodynamic methods and mod-
elling strategies for the fuselage affect the flutter results. The methods that are compared is the standard DLM and an
enhanced DLM method (eDLM), accounting for direction of lift using the appropriate boundary condition matrices.
The 3D panel method model was not considered since it reflects an old status and would not provide insights regarding
a pure comparison of the methods.

Four different aerodynamic panel grids were used for the present study. An aerodynamic model with thin lifting
surfaces for the wings without consideration of the fuselage (model 1), a grid with a fuselage modelled by cruciform
shaped lifting surfaces (model 2) and a grid where the fuselage is modelled by quadrilateral source panels (model 3).
The first three models represent the wing and tail by thin mean lifting surfaces. The same discretizations are applied
to the DLM and enhanced eDLM method. Except for model 3, since the use of non-lifting body source panels already
require a treatment of on-flow conditions in the x-direction, hence the standard DLM is not applicable. The fourth
model is an aerodynamic grid which models the surface contour of the wings for a velocity potential based 3D panel
method (model 4). This model is not included in the comparison, since an older status of the geometry was used. The
aerodynamic grid are depicted in figure 4.

Figure 4. Aerodynamic grids: Lifting Surface Wings Only (Model 1), With Cruciform Fuselage (Model 2), With Body Panel Fuselage
(Model 2) and 3D panel Method Thick Wings (Model 4)

The Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Matrices have been calculated for ten reduced frequencies k = 0.0, 0.001,
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 3.5. The Generalized Forces are generated with the structural modeshapes and the
respective boundary condition matrices for the standard DLM and the enhanced eDLM. The flutter results have been
obtained with the p − k method and the p method. For the p-method, the GAF matrices were fitted with a Rational
Function Approximation according to Roger’s Method using eight poles with a standard distribution.

The flutter results of the various aerodynamic grids, aerodynamic methods and flutter methods are summarized in
table 3.

Barely any difference are noticeable in the results, since the flutter modes are dominated by out of plane motion.
The fuselage modelling has no influence on the results, as no fuselage modes are participating in the flutter mechanism.

Also, the differences between the p and p − k method are insignificant and stem from the different evaluation
methods for the GAFs with respect to the reduced frequency. The RFA for the p method is a regression model over the
entire range of reduced frequencies k, while the special linear interpolation is a interpolation method based on radial
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functions. The interpolation method is exact for the underlying computed reduced frequency, while the regression
model is the best fit in a least square sense over the entire range of reduced frequencies.

The eDLM shows a slightly higher flutter speed and slightly lower frequency for the first flutter mode. The modal
participation in table 2 showed a minor contribution of the in-plane bending mode (mode 12), which is likely the cause
for the minimal differences between the DLM and eDLM results.

Table 3. Flutter Results

Flutter Mode Model 1: wings only Model 2: cruciform fuselage Model 3: body panels
DLM eDLM DLM eDLM eDLM

p pk p pk p pk p pk p pk
symmetric
Vf1 [m/s] 48.95 48.90 50.14 50.07 48.79 48.74 50.14 50.07 49.99 49.92
ff1 [Hz] 8.30 8.29 8.21 8.22 8.31 8.31 8.21 8.22 8.23 8.23
kf1 [-] 0.199 0.199 0.192 0.192 0.200 0.200 0.192 0.192 0.193 0.193
antisymmetric
Vf2 [m/s] 53.09 53.10 53.54 53.55 53.10 53.11 53.56 53.57 53.52 53.53
ff2 [Hz] 7.42 7.42 7.43 7.43 7.42 7.43 7.43 7.43 7.43 7.43
kf2 [-] 0.164 0.164 0.163 0.163 0.164 0.164 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.163

V. Generalized Aerodynamic Forces of the Flutter Demonstrator
While no significant changes in the flutter results were observed, a scrutinizing look at the Generalized Aerody-

namic Forces is warranted to assess the differences among the various aerodynamic methods. The AICs are determined
for the three different aerodynamic grids with its different modelling strategies for the fuselage. The grids are evalu-
ated using the standard DLM and the enhanced DLM, except for the body panel fuselage model, where only the eDLM
was used. The reduced frequencies used for plotting are kred = 0.0, 0.001, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0.

At first, the flutter GAFs including the cross coupling terms for the two relevant flutter mechanisms will be ex-
amined. Then the aerodynamic forcing for the in-plane wing bending mode is looked at. The differences in fuselage
modelling is most relevant for the vertical and lateral rigid body modes. And finally some results from the 3D panel
Method are investigated, although not completely comparable, as the panel model represents an older status of the
geometry.

A. Flutter GAFs
The modes participating in the two flutter modes are 7, 9 and 11 for the symmetric, respectively 8 and 10 for the
antisymmetric flutter mode. The flutter results, summarized in table 3 showed hardly any difference between the
aerodynamic methods and fuselage modelling approaches. This is not surprising as the flutter mechanisms are driven
almost solely by out of plane modes, which are captured well by the standard DLM.

Figure 5 shows the elements 7, 9 and 11 of the GAF matrix Qhh for the symmetric flutter mode including the cross
couplings.

Correspondingly, figure 9 shows the elements 8 and 10 of the GAF matrix Qhh for the antisymmetric flutter mode.
The matrix elements of Qhh for the flutter relevant structural modes are hardly influenced by the aerodynamic

method used. Hence, the flutter results are affected only insignificantly. Also note that within the project FLEXOP,
Rozov [29] generated results using an frequency domain linearized Euler CFD code. The results for the GAFs compare
visually well. Attention needs to be paid because different reduced frequencies were used in the corresponding plots.
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Figure 5. Generalized Aerodynamic Force Matrix Qhh for the symmetric flutter mode. Elements 7-9-11 including cross couplings

Figure 6. Generalized Aerodynamic Force Matrix Qhh for the symmetric flutter mode. Elements 8-10 including cross couplings
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B. In-plane Bending Mode
The most differences between the standard DLM and the enhanced eDLM are expected for modes where large in-plane
motion is experienced. This is the case for the first symmetric in-plane bending mode number 12. Albeit, this mode is
not participating in the flutter mechanism, the in-plane aerodynamic forces are of interest as they can not be modelled
accurately by the classic DLM, since it does not account for the effect of the increased onflow velocity. It merely
models the changed circulation due to normalwash at the control point of the box. A pure in-plane motion therefore
does not induce any aerodynamic loading. The enhanced eDLM correctly reflects the onflow condition at the quarter
chord point by considering the motion induced velocities via the boundary condition matrices.

Figure 7. Qhh element for the 1st symmetric in-plane bending mode number 12

When inspecting the The GAF matrix Qhh for the in first plane bending mode in figure 7, the differences between
the standard DLM (dashed lines) and the enhanced version (solid lines) are obvious. The results are unaffected by
the aerodynamic grids with a cruciform shaped fuselage (model 2) and wings only (model 1), for both the standard
DLM and the eDLM. The in-plane motion of the unloaded cruciform fuselage does not induce additional aerodynamic
forces. Only the body panel fuselage shows a different behavior for higher reduced frequencies, as the body panels
displace the flow around the fuselage.

The differences in aerodynamic forces for in-plane motion urge for caution when flutter mechanisms are considered
where in plane modes are participating. This the case e.g. for T-tail flutter.

C. Fuselage Modes
Next consideration is the influence of the modelling strategies for the fuselage. The differences are most pertinent for
the rigid body heaving (mode 3) and swaying (mode 2), as well as the pitching (mode 5) and yawing (mode 6) motion.
Figure 8 shows the respective Generalized Aerodynamic Forces.

Figure 8. Generalized Aerodynamic Forces for the vertical and lateral rigid body fuselage modes

The lateral swaying shows the effects very clearly. For the vertical heaving, the wing has a large influence. The
difference between standard and enhance DLM are not as relevant. The body panel model shows a more pronounced
influence, suggesting that the effects are underestimated, when a cruciform fuselage model is chosen.
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D. 3D panel method
Finally, the GAFs for the 3D panel model (model 4) are compared to the various DLM models for the antisymmetric
flutter mode.

Figure 9. GAFs of the 3D Panel Method for the symmetric flutter mode

The overall behavior looks similar to the DLM results, however there are noticeable differences. These might
stem from a slightly different geometry corresponding to an older status of the aircraft data. When comparing the
trajectories in the complex plane qualitatively comparing with the results of Rozov [29], similar trends are observable.
Further research with an updated 3D panel model needs to be conducted. Furthermore, the 3D panel methods should
include a body panel fuselage model as well, to fully exploit its potential.

VI. Summary and Conclusions
Flutter analyses with different potential flow based aerodynamics have been compared for a subscale demonstrator

aircraft that was specifically designed to experience a flutter behavior within the flight envelope.
Particular focus was placed on the in-plane forces, which are not captured at all by the standard Doublet Lat-

tice Method. Therefore, an enhanced DLM was employed, using a cross product Kutta Joukowsky Law to recover
directional lift components at box level following an approach proposed by van Zyl [16].

Another aspect covered is the modelling strategy for the fuselage. Three aerodynamic grids have been set up, one
where only the lifting surfaces were modelled, the second with a cruciform shaped fuselage, where the projected area
is modelled by lifting surfaces and a third model which uses quadrilateral unsteady source panels to model the fuselage
as a nonlifting body.

The flutter results obtained with the investigted aerodynamic methods were compared to a nominal model presented
in [7] following a integrated modelling approach for flexible aircraft with nonlinear flight mechanics introduced in [9].
The flutter analysis for the nominal model were obtained by linearization of the nonlinear model. The results for the
present study on the potential flow methods have been obtained by the classical p−k and p method. The latter requires
a Rational Function Approximation of the generalized aerodynamic force matrix Qhh.

The symmetric and antisymmetric flutter modes showed no significant differences neither between the different
aerodynamic methods, nor to the nominal model. This is not surprising as the standard DLM is able to capture out
of plane modes very well, which contribute almost exclusively to the flutter mechanisms at hand. The GAF elements
associated with the flutter modes are almost identical.

The most striking differences show in the aerodynamic transfer function of the first in-plane bending structural
mode (mode 12). The standard DLM can not account for forces in x- direction and does not account for motion
induced velocities due to the in-plane movement of the wing. As expected the standard and the enhanced DLM show
completely different behavior. For higher reduced frequencies also the body panels and the displaced flow about
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the fuselage seems to have a bigger influence. However, since this mode is not participating in the symmetric and
antisymmetric mechanisms, the flutter results are unaffected.

Next, the GAFs for the rigid body modes were investigated. The vertical and lateral heaving (heave and sway
mode) showed a clear influence of the fuselage modelling. The cruciform shaped fuselage still seems to underestimate
the forcing effects compared to the body panel model. The effects are more clearly visible for the lateral modes, as
damping due to the wing surface does not contribute in that case.

Finally, a fourth model was examined, an unsteady 3D panel method based on the velocity potential which models
the surface contour of the wing. By pressure integration along this surface contour, the forces are recovered also in
in-plane direction. The model still represented an old status of the geometry and modal data and can hence not be
directly compared to the other flutter results. Nevertheless, the GAFs for the antisymmetric flutter mode were plotted
and show a similar behavior. Further investigations with an updated model will be conducted in the future.

Although the flutter behavior is mostly unaffected by the different aerodynamic methods and grids in the present
study, caution is warranted. A Ground Vibration Test (GVT) [30] showed a low frequency in plane mode associated
with the mounting of the wings. This mode is not reflected in the current Finite Element Model. As the in-plane mode
is close in frequency to the ones participating in the flutter mechanisms, this study should be repeated with an FE
model updated to the most recent modal data.
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